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>OVERVIEW

Experimental RNA-Seq data for the rat was obtained from GEO dataset GSM1708531 (50bp 
paired-end). Differential expression was performed on pure mouse neuronal cultures ± BiC/4-AP 
for 4h (data to be published); 50bp paired-end. All possible theoretical 50bp paired-end reads 
(insert size 150bp) from rat genes marked as protein coding in Ensembl v84 were used for the 
separability analysis.
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Figure 1. Stages of the species separation pipeline

Dual species RNA-Seq samples are mapped to the genomes of both species using the STAR1 
read aligner. The quality and structure of alignments to both genomes then determines the 
species each read maps best to. Key discriminating variables are: number of mismatches, 
number of multiple mappings and number of mapped bases. Reads that cannot be confidently 
assigned to either species are discarded.
The result is two non-intersecting species-specific RNA-Seq datasets that can be further 
analysed separately. Here reads mapping to genomic features are counted with featureCounts2 
and differential expression analysis run with DESeq23.

Knowledge of the cell-autonomous and non-autonomous mechanisms operating within biological 
systems is essential to reveal the underlying molecular processes at work and is particularly 
important in functional studies of neurological diseases and cancers. These studies commonly 
measure gene expression levels in different cell types, but are often confounded by invasive 
sample processing. Indeed physical separation techniques for cell mixtures have been shown to 
trigger stress and apoptosis related genes, obscuring the identification of genes of interest and 
introducing bias. We present a novel approach that alleviates this issue for gene expression 
quantification using RNA-seq by conducting in silico sequence separation between different 
sources. Our method takes sequences from mixed species RNA-seq samples (for example two 
cell types each belonging to closely related species, or different strains of the same species) 
and differentially maps them between the two genomes. The mappings for each read are then 
assessed by alignment quality factors and assigned to one source genome or the other 
according to tuneable selection criteria. Separated read sets can then be examined using 
standard quantification and differential expression methods for RNA-seq data. Using simulated 
and real data for rat and mouse we demonstrate here that reads from closely related species 
can be successfully separated in this manner.

Figure 2. Few reads are lost by 
species separation

The fraction of unassigned reads per gene 
are shown for two different species 
separation strategies for rat reads mapped 
to mouse and rat genomes. The pipeline 
cannot assign reads to a single species in 
instances where the assignment criteria are 
equal for both species. For example in 
cases of high evolutionary conservation, 
there may be little or no change to the 
genome locus a read maps to. In these 
cases, such reads are declared ambiguous 
and left unassigned.
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Figure 3. Few reads are 
incorrectly assigned

The fraction of reads incorrectly 
assigned to the wrong genome (mouse) 
are shown for two different species 
separation strategies; in a small number 
of cases the pipeline will generate false 
positives. This can be a result of the 
quality of the genome, genome 
annotation or the RNA-Seq samples 
supplied. For our "best" species 
separation strategy 85.6% of genes 
have no reads incorrectly assigned to 
mouse. For the "conservative" strategy, 
it is 98.9%.

Figure 4. Species 
assignment shows high 
precision and recall

This heatmap describes the 
change in F1 score for species 
assignment of rat reads, and 
thus the pipeline performance, 
for variation of the key criteria 
for species assignment, where 
the F1 Score represents the 
harmonic mean of precision and 
recall. The performance is high 
even for the most conservative 
parameters, however this is 
significantly enhanced by 
loosening either parameter 1 
degree. The highest scores for 
this set are demonstrated when 
assignment is based on loose 
minimum match and mismatch 
criteria or the latter alone.

Figure 6. Parallelisation improves 
the efficiency of species separation 

The speed at which the species separation 
pipeline runs is shown for different numbers of 
processor cores assigned. As RNA-Seq 
datasets input into the pipeline can be large, it 
is critical for usability that processing time is 
as short as possible. When separating ~50 
million 50bp PE reads with 8 cores assigned, 
processing time is reduced to less than a third 
of that taken on a single core and runs in less 
than an hour.

Our species separation pipeline demonstrates that dual species RNA-Seq data can be separated 
entirely in silico using quality criteria from the genome mappings. Separation causes minimal 
data loss for the vast majority of genes, with few incorrect species assignments. Different 
parameter profiles can emphasise precision or recall if so desired. While computationally 
demanding, the pipeline can be run efficiently by assigning multiple cores.

> Forthcoming release of pipeline as open source software package
> Preprocessing of genomic data to identify and remove regions that cannot be differentiated 
between species
> Separation trials on closely related sub-species; e.g laboratory mouse strains
> Expansion of downstream analysis to include network methodologies 
> Genome library selection; choice to selectively include data not packaged with standard 
genome sequences; e.g rRNA

Effect on Downstream Analysis

>RESULTS
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Figure 5. Differential expression results are largely unaffected by 
species separation

Synaptic activity was induced in pure mouse neuronal cultures (± BiC/4-AP for 4h, n=3), and 
differential expression analysis performed with DESeq2 for an adjusted p-value threshold of p < 
0.1. (A) The numbers of differentially expressed genes discovered are shown, when using 
normal STAR mapping and two different species separation strategies for RNA-Seq reads. Each 
assignment strategy represents a different set of thresholds for the key assignment criteria; the 
conservative strategy minimises the number of reads mis-assigned to the wrong species whilst 
the best strategy provides an excellent balance between precision and recall in most situations. 
The great majority of genes found to be differentially expressed when using normal STAR 
mapping are also found after species separation. However, our “conservative” strategy, which 
prioritises precision over recall, finds fewer genes differentially expressed than normal STAR 
mapping and our “best” strategy. (B) The fold change in gene expression is largely unaffected 
by species separation (12304 genes > 1FPKM).
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